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Stock#: 54069
Map Maker: Freycinet

Date: 1812
Place: Paris
Color: Uncolored
Condition: VG+
Size: 29.5 x 19.5 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

Separately-Issued, Very Rare Chart of the Baie des Chiens-Marins from Freycinet's Hydrographic
Atlas

Strikingly detailed chart of a portion of the coastline of Western Australia, the Baie des Chiens-Marins,
which was also explored by William Dampier. This is the first thorough survey of the bay, which is marked
by not only Dampier's time there, but also the Dutch ships who touched there.
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The chart was completed by Louis Claude Desaulses de Freycinet from observations taken by Pierre Faure
while both were part of the Baudin expedition. It was published in his celebrated and very rare
hydrographic atlas, part of the official account of the expedition. This example is special in that it is a
separately issued sheet from the French Hydrographic Office, sold for 3 francs.

The title explains that the chart shows the results of a survey undertaken by Freycinet in the 29-foot
Casaurina, but it actually shows the survey routes of the little Casaurina as well as those of boats of the
larger ships associated with the Baudin expedition, the aptly-named Geographe and the Naturaliste. The
routes of each vessel are differentiated with varying hash marks, dots, etc. Additionally, both the
Geographe and the Naturaliste give their names to passages near the bay.

In the lower left corner is an inset showing three historical renderings of the Baie des Chiens-Marins. The
first, to the far left, is from a Dutch chart of 1697. The Dutch had touched on the west coast of Australia
throughout the seventeenth century, but they were unable to chart large swathes of the coast with any
accuracy. The middle inset is from Dampier's visit to the area, in 1699.

The third, to the right, is from a Captain St. Alouarn. This refers to Louis Francois Marie Aleno de Saint
Aloüarn, a French navigator. In 1771, Saint Aloüarn sailed for New Holland (Australia) in company with
Yves de Kerguelen. The two ships were separated and Kerguelen turned back after reaching an island in
the southern Indian Ocean which is today named for him. Saint Aloüarn continued on to make landfall at
Cape Leeuwin, the southwestern point of Australia. They then sailed north and Jean Mengaud de la Hage
made a claim of possession in the name of France near Dirk Hartog's Island ( Ile Dirck-Hartighs).

The chart is unadorned and contains no decorations; it was meant to simply and clearly communicate the
extensive survey undertaken by the French. The area shown is important for the history of Australia and
exploration, especially with regard to the Dutch voyages and William Dampier.

Hartog's pewter dish and Dutch exploration of Western Australia

The coastlines of Western Australia are based on early Dutch discoveries, including ships that were
stranded, shipwrecked, and blown off course. The most noteworthy Dutch discovery is that of the
Eendracht, which was blown off course en route to the East Indies in 1616. It was commanded by Dirk
Hartog, commemorated with the Ile Dirck-Hartighs as written on this chart.

Hartog's landing was the first recorded European landing on the western coast of Australia and the crew
commemorated their discovery by erecting a post with a pewter dish inscribed with their ship's
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information-the earliest physical record that historians have of any European landing in Australia. Hartog
returned to tell of his feat to his employer, the Dutch East India Company (VOC), and the feature entered
maps as early as 1623.

The dish marked the place of Hartog's landing until 1697, when it was found by another Dutch crew, led
by Willem de Vlamingh. Vlamingh took the original and replaced it with a copy that also recorded his visit.
The original dish was placed in the VOC's archives. Vlamingh's dish stayed in place and was found, fallen
over, by the French explorer Jacques Felix Emmanuel Hamelin, whose name also graces this chart, in
1801. Hamelin commanded the Naturaliste on the Baudin expedition, the same expedition of which
Freycinet was a part and on which he made this survey. It was Freycinet who named Cape de l'Inscription,
at the northern end of the island, which is where the posts and dishes were erected.

Hamelin reattached the dish to its post, but it was taken down by none other than Louis de Freycinet when
he commanded his own expedition to the coast in 1818. Freycinet had disagreed with Hamelin that the
plate should be left in place; Hamelin thought it sacrilege to remove the relic while Freycinet thought it
sacrilege to continue to expose such a historical item to the elements. Freycinet took it back to France
with him, where it was lost. Only in 1940 did the dish reappear, in a store cupboard in the French
Academy. It was presented as a gift to Australia in 1947. Today, it is on display at the Western Australia
Museum. The original Hartog plate is at the Rijksmueum in Amsterdam.

Dampier's voyage and Shark Bay

William Dampier, a sometime pirate and superb navigator, circumnavigated the world three times. In
1697, after the first circumnavigation that had taken over a decade to complete, Dampier published a book
of his travels, A New Voyage Round the World, complete with extensive natural historical descriptions. His
publication was so popular that even the Admiralty was impressed.

The Admiralty granted Dampier a ship, the Roebuck, and instructions to seek the east coast of New
Holland. He set out in January 1699, rounded the Cape of Good Hope and road the winds to the west coast
of New Holland. Dampier and his crew crossed between Dirk Hartog Island and the mainland in August,
1699. He anchored in what he called Shark's Bay. The crew landed on the mainland and recorded some of
the first written accounts of Australian plant and animal life.

Dampier continued northeast round the continent and charted the passage between the islands of the
Bismarck Archipelago, henceforth called Dampier's Strait on maps. However, the ship was too damaged to
continue down the east coast of Australia. Instead, Dampier tried for England but had to run his ship
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aground on Ascension Island. After five weeks marooned there, the crew was picked up by an East
Indiaman and they returned to England in August 1701. He was court martialled upon his arrival for
maltreatment of his lieutenant, whom he had left in Brazil. Dampier published his journals about this
voyage in 1703, and they popularized the geography and natural history of Australia.

Louis Freycinet and the Baudin Expedition

This chart featured in the rarest of the volumes to come out of the Baudin expedition. When Nicolas
Baudin left Le Havre in the Geographe and the Naturaliste in October 1800, he was embarking on a
voyage meant to survey the shores of Australia. At this time, the British had established their presence in
eastern Australia, but the western and southern portions of the continent remained unexplored and not
necessarily claimed by the British. In other words, although ostensibly a scientific expedition, the French
were also open to possible overseas expansion if the opportunity arose.

In the Naturaliste, commanded by aforementioned Captain Hamelin, was Louis Freycinet, then only 21
years old. He had joined the French Navy in 1793 and was accompanied on this voyage by his brother,
Louis-Henri, who would go on to become an admiral. Henri Freycinet also has his own geographical
feature on this chart, the Havre Henri Freycinet.

Initially the ships, sometimes separated, made their way north up the western coast of Australia from
Cape Leeuwin to Timor. They then went south again, but were separated a second time. Baudin and the
Geographe made for Van Diemen's Land and then returned toward the west. En route, they encountered
British naval officer Matthew Flinders in the Investigator. Flinders, on his third Australian surveying
mission, was heading to Sydney, from where he would begin a clockwise circumnavigation of the
Australian continent, the first such voyage to ever do so. Flinders named the place where he and Baudin
met Encounter Bay.

Baudin and Hamelin were reunited in Sydney, where both ships had come to recuperate in late 1801.
While there, Baudin purchased a 29-foot vessel. He named it Casuarina and placed Freycinet, who had
proved himself an adroit hydrographer under Hamelin, in command. With his new charge, Freycinet was
to perform inshore surveys.

During the course of 1802, the Geographe and the Casuarina surveyed the southern coast of Australia (the
Naturaliste had been sent back to France). They then sailed round the west coast to Timor, then back to
Mauritius, where Baudin died. It was also where the Casuarina's career ended, as the ship was abandoned
in favor of consolidating the crews on the Geographe. The ship returned home on March 25, 1804.
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The publication of the voyage accounts and atlas

This map chronicles the work of these ships and was part of the rare hydrographic atlas published in 1812.
Although they were largely repeating work already done by Matthew Flinders, some of the French
toponyms survive today, such as Cape Inscription. This is due in large part to the fact that this chart was
finished before Flinders could produce his own account of his Australian circumnavigation. He had
published several charts of his 1798 expedition, which were used by Freycinet, but Freycinet's work shows
a much larger and more complete area, lending it importance and primacy.

Why did Flinders take so long to publish his own findings, yielding the novelty of publishing the charting of
the Australian coastline to the French? Flinders left New Holland in 1803 and arrived in Mauritius to
water and repair his leaky vessel on December 15, 1803. Unfortunately, word had reached the French-
controlled island only three weeks prior to his arrival that the British had ruptured the fragile Peace of
Amiens; the French and British were at war once again. The French governor, General Decaen, detained
Flinders after the British officer was not entirely polite. Flinders was kept against his will on the island for
six and a half years, returning to England only in October of 1810. Additionally, the French seized his
papers, including the ships logs, though they were eventually returned in part.

Freycinet, meanwhile, had returned to France in 1804. Since Baudin had died in Mauritius, the naturalist
Francois Peron and Freycinet were directed to prepare for publication the official account of the voyage,
with an accompanying atlas. Baudin was not generally well liked by his fellow sailors, a fact borne out by
the limited reference made to him or his discoveries in the narrative and maps of the voyage. The French
maps also do not recognize the prior claims of first discovery by men like Flinders, in an attempt to give
France more prominence. However, Freycinet did likely have access to copies of Flinders' documents
seized when he was imprisoned, improving the detail of his charts.

The official account appeared over ten years and in four volumes. The first narrative of the voyage,
primarily by Peron, was published in 1807. The second narrative volume was published in 1816 and was
written primarily by Freycinet. Peron had died in 1810. The first part of the Atlas, which contained 40
engraved plates, two of them folding, appeared in 1807. The second atlas, was published in 1811 with 14
engraved charts, two of them double-page. These double-page maps include a map of the Australian
continent, the first map to show the continent in its entirety and made partially from Flinders' papers.

The map shown here was part of the rarest of the volumes prepared by Freycinet, the hydrographic atlas
dated 1812, although it was not distributed until 1814. It contained 32 engraved charts, 25 of them
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double-page. An accompanying text volume was published in 1815, also by Freycinet.

By contrast, Flinders' narrative and atlas of his own account appeared only in 1814, almost a decade after
the first maps of the Baudin expedition were published and three years after the completion of this chart.

Freycinet's later career

The publications stemming from the Baudin expedition would have been enough to secure the fame of
Louis Freycinet. However, he is perhaps best known today for his second voyage to the Pacific, one he
commanded in the Uranie. From 1817 to 1820, Freycinet cruised the Pacific performing experiments and,
of course, making detailed charts. He was accompanied by his wife Rose.

Although the Uranie was wrecked in the Falklands on the return journey, the natural historical specimens
and geographical notes were saved, as was de Vlamingh's pewter dish. They were published in 13 volumes
with 4 additional volumes of plates and maps between 1824 and 1844.

The voyage secured Freycinet a place in the Academie des Sciences. He also went on to help found the
Paris Geographical Society, the first such group of its kind. Louis Freycinet died in 1841.

Rarity

The hydrographic atlas is the rarest of the Baudin publications, many times rarer than the narrative, and it
is seldom on the market. A separately issued print like this is very rare, especially in such good condition.

Detailed Condition:


